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Since the passage of the IndianGaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) in 1988, tribal government gaming has become the
most successful economic development strategy across Indian Country in the United States, with no other viable
alternatives on the horizon. Being a highly regulated industry, tribal government gaming, like the legal gambling
industry in general, takes place at the grace of legislation that reflects public opinion and commands public policy
support. As such, tribal governments invest significant resources to manage public perceptions of their commu-
nities, their gaming rights, and their political status. Tribal gaming facilities on tribal lands, and more specifically
tribal gaming customer–contact employees, represent a key interface between the general public and American
Indian tribal communities. This paper presents researchfindings that explore thenature and source of knowledge
by tribal gaming customer–contact employees in four tribally-owned casinos in California with a view to under-
stand the role of tribal casino customer–contact employees as information conduits, and makes recommenda-
tions concerning how employees may be better leveraged to transmit carefully constructed tribal government
messaging to the wider population. In particular, this paper highlights the gap between the legal and political
status of the tribal government owners of tribal gaming facilities and the (often incorrect) perceptions of tribal
communities that are often communicated by customer-facing employees to tribal casino guests.
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1. Introduction to the political dynamics of the tribal gaming
industry

The IndianGaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) outlines the three principle
goals of Federal Indian policy: to promote tribal economic development,
tribal self-sufficiency, and strong tribal government (Indian Gaming
Regulatory Act of, 1988). Since its passage, tribal government gaming
has become the most successful economic development strategy across
Indian Country with no other viable alternatives on the horizon
(National Gambling Impact Study Commission, 1999). According to the
National Gambling Impact Study Commission (1999) employment
created by tribal government gaming is one of its most important policy
successes:

“Indian gambling provides jobs for Indian tribal members in areas
where unemployment has often exceeded 50 percent of the adult
age population. Many of the casinos also employ non-Indian people
and therefore can have a significant positive economic impact on
surrounding communities, aswell as formany small businesses near
Indian reservations (NGISC, 1999, Chapter 6, p.15).”
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Nonetheless, tribal government gaming, like the legal gambling
industry in general, is a highly regulated industry that takes place at
the grace of legislation, reflecting public opinion and commanding
public policy support (Spilde & Taylor, 2013). While legal gambling in
general, and tribal gaming in particular, is expanding locally and global-
ly as a means of economic development, tribal governments must
continue to cultivate on-going public support for tribal gaming
(Spilde, 2003). As such, tribal governments are aware of, and make
attempts to manage, public perceptions of their communities, their
gaming rights, and their political status. Ultimately,managing the public
perception of tribal sovereignty, tribal identity, and the uses of tribal
gaming revenues is a critical business andmarketing practice for all trib-
al businesses, including gaming. Tomanage this public perception, tribal
gaming facilities on tribal lands, and more specifically tribal gaming
customer–contact employees, may represent a key interface between
the general public and American Indian tribal communities.

While tribal gaming customer–contact employees are often
approached by casino guests for general gambling information (e.g.
the location of a particular electronic gaming device on the casino
floor), these employees also play a critical role in relaying information
about compulsive consumption of gambling products and services, as
well as answering questions about the tribal government owners
(Spilde, 2010). However, to date, little is known about the employees'
tribal cultural or government knowledge and perceptions of tribal
gaming, specifically how their knowledge and perceptions are formed,
and how (or if) these perceptions are communicated well or accurately
to tribal casino customers. This paper presents research findings that
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explore exactly these issues with tribal gaming customer–contact
employees in four tribal-owned casinos in California with a view to
understanding the role of tribal gaming customer–contact employees
as information conduits. This paper also makes recommendations
concerninghowemployeesmay be better leveraged to transmit careful-
ly constructed tribal messaging to the wider population. In particular,
the research findings highlight a gap between the legal and political
status of the tribal government owners of tribal gaming facilities and
the (often incorrect) perceptions of tribal communities that are routine-
ly communicated to tribal casino customers. While this paper puts the
focus on employee knowledge about tribal communities and tribal
employers, the methods and findings related to sources of knowledge,
and the utilization of casino employees as information conduits are
directly applicable to sharing information with casino patrons on any
important topic, including detailed information about compulsive
consumption of gambling products and services.

2. Economic development through tribal government gaming

With the passage of the IGRA in 1988, theUnited States, including Cal-
ifornia, witnessed a rapid increase in the number of tribal government-
owned gaming operations in the early 1990s (National Indian Gaming
Commission, 2013). According to the National Indian Gaming Commis-
sion (2014), as of 2014, more than 228 tribal governments operate
more than 440 tribal gaming facilities in the United States and 64 of
these are in California (NIGC, 2014). In 2013, the NIGC records that
approximately $28 billion in gross gaming revenue was generated by
tribal gaming representing over 70% revenue growthover the last decade.
This growth in tribal government gaming has had significant social and
economic benefits for tribal communities and the areas surrounding trib-
al lands since gaming revenues are directly invested back into local
communities (Akee, Spilde, & Taylor, 2014).

Recent American Indian history has seen tribal gaming trigger more
public interest and policy debate than any other tribal-related issue in
the United States (Light & Rand, 2005). The complex and sensitive
notion of tribal sovereignty lies at the heart of most tribal gaming relat-
ed controversies such as tribe-state relations on taxation and revenue
sharing, reservations for newly recognized tribes, regulation, and tribal
gaming on lands acquired by a tribe after IGRA (HPAIED, 2008). Due
to federally-recognized tribes' pre-constitutional status as sovereign
governments, certain “distinctive rights” are enjoyed by tribal commu-
nities that are not shared by the larger American population (Steinman,
2006, p. 306). Expression of these “distinct rights” has led to significant
positive economic, social, and political impacts in surrounding commu-
nities (cf. Janisch, 2006; Johnson, Filla, &McLaughlin, 2005; TheHarvard
Project on American Indian Economic Development, 2008) generally
in rural or isolated settings—often Indian reservations. Thus, tribally-
owned casinos create employment opportunities in otherwise
economically-depressed regions.

The impressive growth of the tribal gaming industry has brought
jobs to Indian Country across the United States. As a result, two decades
of data from the United States Census reveal that unemployment rates
across Indian Country have declined from 24.2% in 1990 to 19.9% in
2010 (Akee et al., 2014, p. 45). In the state of California alone, tribal
governments employ approximately 58,800 people and provide a
much-needed economic hub for a number of rural and economically-
depressed areas (State of California, 2015). Prior to tribal gaming, the
lack of jobs across most of Indian Country resulted in very little direct
interaction between non-Indians and tribal governments, particularly
in the context of on-reservation employment.

3. Perception management is vital

Despite the already evident and potential future economic benefits
that tribally-owned casinos do and can bring to surrounding communi-
ties, an undercurrent of uncertainty remains should public opinion
concerning the status and perception of American Indian nations as
sovereign governments shift (Steinman, 2006). This uncertainty raises
fundamental issues for tribal governments beyond gaming's direct
profits and gains including social change, cultural production, group
identification/identity, tradition and modernity, political economy, and
nationalism. Exploring and understanding the perceptions non-Indian
communities have towards owners of tribally-owned casinos are
imperative as the history of changing federal Indian policies mirrors
the changing attitudes of non-Indian communities (Steinman, 2006).
A perception shift that positioned tribal governments as rights holders
rather than political entities (i.e. sovereign nations) could lead to tribes
being viewed as minorities and their “rights [to operate tribal gaming]
may be reinterpreted by the court to bring them into alignment with
contemporary social and political realities, as courts commonly do
when laws are viewed as anachronistic and superseded by new beliefs
and laws (i.e., parents' rights regarding children, husbands' rights
regarding wives, laws against interracial marriages, etc.)” (Steinman,
2006, pp. 307–308).

Themedia also shapes the public image of casino-owning tribes. For
example, in 2002, Time magazine published a two-part article on tribal
gaming that undermined tribal sovereignty by commenting that,
“Washington perceived gaming on reservations as a cheap way to
wean tribes from government handouts, encourage economic develop-
ment and promote tribal self-sufficiency” (Barlett & Steele, 2002, p. 46).
The article neglected to mention how and why treaty rights were
formulated, instead categorizing tribes as ethnic minorities (Steinman,
2006). “An outdated and inappropriate mainstream stereotype persists
which sees “Indians” in terms of images in which indigenous people are
not “supposed” to engage in capitalistic business enterprises or thrive
economically in contemporary modes…” (HPAIED, 2008, p. 154, origi-
nal emphasis). Furthermore, casino gaming is controversial and strug-
gles for broad social acceptance. Therefore it is critical that tribal
governments have some influence and control over their public image
and the conduits through which this image is forwarded (Spilde, 2000,
2003). Importantly, tribal governments themselves seek to understand
how information about them is communicated to the public by casino
employees, because “the window of opportunity for Indian gaming
which came with the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of (1988) could
easily be reversed” (Carmichael, 2000, p. 610).

Many casino employees have direct contact with guests and may
therefore significantly influence guests' experiences, and by extension
the image of both the casino and its tribal government owners. Tribal
casinos have the potential to act as venues where cultural understand-
ing can be explored and the image and perception of tribal communities
can be carefully constructed, managed, and deployed. Achieving
this outcome requires exploration of the current perceptions tribal
casino employees have of their employers, and how these perceptions
were formed.

The research presented here explores the nature and origins of tribal
casino employees' perceptions of their employers with a view to bridg-
ing the gap between these perceptions and a more historically and
legally accurate tribal government image rooted in tribal sovereign
rights. Given the maturity of the tribal gaming industry, exploring
how to establish and support an image that allows tribal governments
to better define and protect their own cultural, economic and political
future is very timely.

4. Research approach

Due to a lack of existing research concerning tribal casino em-
ployees, this project employs an exploratory approach suited to qualita-
tive inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005) underpinned by an interpretivist
paradigm (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994, 2000, 2005; Schwandt, 1994, 2000,
2007). This approach assumes that unearthing the ‘meanings’ of
human ‘action’ (how people participate and make sense of the world)
is fundamentally a process of interpretation (Schwandt, 2007), and in
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this context, interpretation of how tribal casino employees perceive
tribal communities, how this perception was formed, and how (or
if) this knowledge is shared with casino guests, can be acquired.
Interpretivist inquiry seeks to understand social action through
participants' perspectives and opinions (Angen, 2000; Schwandt,
2000; Smith, 1984, 1990, 1992, 2008), though the “interpretations
people give to their own actions and activities” (Smith, 2008,
p. 461). The interpretivist paradigm is underpinned by the belief
that social reality is constituted in conversation and interaction
(Bubrium & Holstein, 2000), and therefore understanding is derived
through the analysis of language (Schwandt, 2000). In practice,
interpretivist research employs procedures that are no different than
other qualitative methods. However, the idea that certain methods must
be adopted to conduct a valid study is not accepted. Good research/inter-
pretation and practical accomplishment are achieved through continuous
dialogue and constant comparison throughout the research process
(Smith, 2008). This means that interpretivism permits flexibility by
involving ongoing data collection (Veal, 1997, 2006), and the ability
to engage in theoretical sampling,modifying and adjusting research tech-
niques according to data requirements until saturation is accomplished
(Schwandt, 1994, 2000). To accurately apply the interpretivist approach
to data collection and analysis the following research process was
incorporated.

5. Research methods and fieldwork

Four tribally-owned casinos in Southern California were contacted
for participation, which included providing access to their casino em-
ployees for private interviews. This study employed semi-structured
interviews due to the free flowing informational exchange they facil-
itate through “predetermined but open-ended questions” (Ayres,
2008, p. 810) which help interviewees “speak spontaneously and
unrestrainedly” (Decorp, 1999, p. 47), thereby eliciting spontaneous
descriptions and narratives (Brinkmann, 2008). Interviews with
tribal casino employees were also used to explore the meanings
they ascribed to tribal communities, to identify their source, and
to ascertain how they were communicated to casino guests. The
interview process began with a pilot study to test the research
instrument, and to provide opportunities for adjustments before
proceeding with the bulk of data collection (Schreiber, 2008; Veal,
1997, 2006). Hence, 16 semi-structured in-depth interviews with
employees from the first casino site were conducted as a pilot (Casi-
no A), and the pilot data are included in the analysis. Another 31
semi-structured in-depth interviews with employees from 3 addi-
tional tribally-owned casinos (identified here as casinos B, C, and
D) were also completed. Furthermore, all employees signed consent
forms prior to participating in interviews. None of the research
participants were tribal members.

The pilot study of Casino A revealed that while some casino positions
(such as cashiers, table games dealers, and security) did provide direct
face-to-face contact with customers, these job responsibilities did not
necessarily provide employees the opportunity to hold a casual conversa-
tionwith customers. Therefore, for Casino B, C, andD, employees that had
more opportunities to hold casual conversationswith customers (such as
floor servers, club ambassadors, shuttle bus drivers, waiters/waitresses,
and marketing hosts) were recruited. In addition, only participants with
at least 6months of employment at the casinowere selected. This limita-
tion was based on an assumption that employees with longer employ-
ment history would have a better understanding of the organization.
The semi-structured interviews were guided by the following themes:

• Perceptions of tribal governments and communities that own casinos;
• Sources of information informing perceptions of tribal governments
and communities; and,

• The nature of the employees' communication with customers regard-
ing tribal communities and tribal ownership of casinos.
Each interview took 15–40 min. All interviews were recorded and
stored on digital recorders with biometric security for ethical consider-
ations. The recorded interviews were transcribed and then analysed
using the qualitative data analysis software package NVivo to reveal
key themes regarding the perceptions and knowledge non-tribal em-
ployees working in tribal casinos have of their tribal government em-
ployers. All participant names have been changed to ensure anonymity.

6. Findings

6.1. Job satisfaction and tribal ownership

Across all four tribally-owned casinos, job satisfaction was directly
related to job security, a strong sense of caring for employees, and a
sense of belonging explicitly linked to tribal ownership. Job satisfaction
was especially strong for employees at casinosA andB,which have been
in operation for more than 20 years.

“It's been great, longevity wise. When I first started working here, I
was all ‘I'll work here a couple years, something better might come
along.’ Then as I worked throughout the years, longevity, the pay,
you know everything with bonuses were great. And they treat you
good here.” (Amy)

“I've had great opportunities, the pay is really great and the experi-
ence is good. I meet a lot of different people. I never imagined it
would be this exciting and a little bit crazy working at a casino. My
friends have always been strugglingwith their jobs and it's just from
one job to another job to another job, whereas for me I've been able
to have just one job and it's given me a pretty good life.” (John)

As a result of job satisfaction the more established casinos tended to
have employees that stayed with the casinos for an average of 8–
10 years. The level of overall job satisfaction was also influenced by the
level of interaction employees havewith their employers and colleagues.

“The good thing that I can tell you is that you can get close to the
owners. When you work for a big corporation you don't see Mr. ***
every day walking into his casino. You don't see Donald Trump
working on his properties. Here you see them [tribal owners] all
the time so you interact with them. I am glad to be here, I'm glad
to be a part.” (Tim)

“When you see them [tribal members] in the hallway they always
say hi to you, they don't walk like a big person or something, they
are very down to earth people. They will say hi to you whoever
you are. That's how the tribe is every time I see them.” (Sally)

“Oh of course, this is more like everyone's a family. You know you're
working for, like a big family. In a bank [interviewee's previouswork
environment] you're working for a corporation, so yeah, this is more
personalized and a bank is more like just a company.” (Mike)

A sense of personal belongingwas also a strong and influential com-
ponent of employees' job satisfaction.

“I guess you'd have to say it's the people that Iworkwith. I guess I am
really fortunate to work in the department that I am, which is why I
stayed there. My management is awesome. We are kept in the loop
on everything, there's not reallymuch that goes on that I don't know
about. And even the stuff that doesn't involve me, it's just kind of
nice to get a feel for things. Which goes back to why I like the way
that it is structured. When we do move up, we're pretty much al-
ready ready for that, we don't have to learn a whole bunch more.
That's one of the things, the training is really good here. So
transitioning from one job to the next is really easy.… Communica-
tion I would say is great here.” (Jill)
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Jill's statement on the camaraderie in thework environment and the
sense of belonging to the organization's culture is also reflected on the
casino floors.

“It is a local hub because there's a lot of people that live very close by,
you know after you talk to the guests after years and they keep
returning… a lot of people come in here because it's more personal
… if I've been to other casinos it's very difficult to find someone to
help you, you hardly ever see a smile on people's faces. But, here
people are more upbeat, they are a lot more upbeat and they get to
know the people's names and the team members are visible on the
floor, whereas at other places you have to go search them out.”
(Tom)

Overall, casino employees viewed tribal ownership as a positive
business model that translated into a more caring organizational
culture.

6.2. Perceptions of casinos' charitable efforts

When the interviewees were questioned about their perceptions to-
wards their employers, many mentioned the tribes' efforts to engage
with the local community.

“I just think that working for a tribe is good for that [community in-
volvement] reason. It's one of the reasons, but I also think that they
do kind of understand the need for community involvement. They're
really involved in the community through charitable donations. A lot
of decisions they make here, they take into consideration how that
would impact the community around us whether it's the exact local
community or SanDiego, or California. So I think that they do tend to
take that into consideration through anything that may impact out-
side. A lot of times they'll use local vendors as opposed to venders
fromother parts of the United States or out of the countrywhen they
can. So again I think, they've put a lot of money back into the local
economy just through employing people, residents locally, but also
through using vendors in the area.” (Anna)

In addition to recognizing the positive economic impact that the
tribal casinos have on the local economy, employees were also aware
of the different types of charities the tribe and casino were involved in.

“My mom, she's been working here for 25 years, she's been here al-
most the extent of the casino, two years before it opened and that's
part of why I came here too. When I was younger they functioned a
lot of family things. I remember coming here when I was 9 years old
to a Christmas party.When Ifirst started theywere doing a lot of that
stuffwith the Christmas party for the kids, so it's really family orient-
ed too.” (Jack)

The continuing relationship that Jack has from childhood to adult
employment with the casino as a local community member demon-
strates the importance of tribal operations' community involvement as
well as their ability to document and showcase this involvement.

“They have a football team that they sponsor. Tons of charities I
guess you could say. And one of the things I like about it is they have
waymore charities than they really tell everybody about. You know
there are somemajor ones, but there are tons you know,more than I
even know about, but you know by talking to other people. I know
that there's a lot and it says a lot that you know they'rewilling to do-
nate money to all these things and they're not saying, ‘Hey we did
this, everybody look at B.’ They do it because it's the right thing to
do not necessarily because it's public relations or anything like that,
which is really cool.” (Jim)
Although Jim mentioned how he appreciated the casino not publi-
cizing all charitable work, some employees desired more information
on the casino's community involvement efforts.

“They [tribe] could communicate a little bit better on that [commu-
nity involvement]. Because I didn't know they sponsored the sports
complex until we got a team and started playing out there. I am sure
they could do a little bit better on that.” (Sue)

Informing employees and keeping them up to date with the casino's
charitable efforts could be a natural way of promoting the casino's pos-
itive efforts to customers, and thus the general public, without obvious
public marketing.

6.3. Employee and customer perceptions of tribal owners

Casino employees revealed some conflicting perceptions of the tribal
owners of the few casinos sampled in this study. Several participants
from one property related negative perceptions of tribal members and
those closely affiliated with tribal members who work in the casino.
For example, Jane expressed that:

“People that are affiliated with the tribe are untouchable when it
comes to being accountable and responsible and they're treatedwith
a little more favoritism than just the regular person who doesn't
have any affiliations. So I think that's a bad thing.” (Jane)

Despite this, most participants across all properties were supportive
of the tribes' rights to own gaming operations.

“They were suppressed and I felt like it was really time for them to
havewhat they needed. Because theywere very very very very poor.
I mean they barely had enough food, the tribe that was here in ***.
They said it was really tough, financially. They had to pull together.
Most of themwere onwelfare at that time. And they've totallymade
themselves totally sufficient with the casinos. And you have to give
them credit for that. That's a really big step. To totally go from noth-
ing to everything.” (Sam)

When discussing customers' perceptions of the tribes, participants
explained that customers were generally not interested in the tribal
government or community that owns the casinos.

“I really think it's indifferent. I really don't think it matters to them. I
don't believe it really matters much to them.” (Beth)

“No one really asks about the history or the culture … they don't
come here for that really.” (Peter)

However, when customers do ask questions about the tribal owners
to the employees it was mostly related to curiosity about their material
wealth. For example,

“They [customers] want to know superficial things… things they
own, things they drive, types of places they live in, income.” (Ian)

“Some people might want to know a lot of more personal questions
toward the tribe, ‘Why are they doing this?’ ‘How much do they
make?’ types of questions” (Diana)

When the employeeswere askedwhat they knewabout the tribes in
relation to the tribes' history, culture, tribal council, and political status,
few were able to confidently relate accurate information. Most
employees were especially unclear about the definition, meaning, or
source of tribal sovereignty, including how to locate appropriate sources
to access such information.
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“They [tribes] are their own government which… it's hard to
explain. They have a sovereign nation. I know they answer to the
federal government right? I think so, I don't know.” (Josh).

“I don't have a really clear specific idea. I am aware that there are
arrangements made with the government. And by allowing a gam-
ing commission to police us, make sure we're sticking to regulations
providedby the government, theymanaged to coincide,which is dif-
ferent considering it's not a gambling type of state like Nevada or
back where Atlantic City is. So it's different.” (Simone)

“It kind of means, you could almost think of it like an independent
nation. You know kind of like an island, so they got their own I guess
regulations that they can have here, so maybe it's different, maybe
they pay state taxes, I am not sure what they, I am sure they came
to an agreement on that, but or maybe that's part of the deal, ‘We'll
allow you to have gaming if you do this’, those kind of things, rather
than ‘You have to do this because you're in California’. So it's kind of
stuff like that. But I really don't know what we're allowed to and
what they're not because, they pretty much stick to what California
does you know just to play nice I guess.” (George)

While an in-depth knowledge of tribal sovereignty may not be
possible for each and every tribal gaming industry employee, all em-
ployees with direct customer contact should be offered opportunities
to understand the fundamentals of tribal government gaming, wherein
independent tribal nations are using gaming revenues to provide
services for their citizens and communities. As previously discussed, if
the perceptions that non-Indian communities hold towards owners of
tribal gaming operations aremisguided, then tribes risk being perceived
as rights holders rather than political entities with serious implications
for the future of tribal gaming.
6.4. Staff education modalities

Interviewees mentioned that during new-hire orientation a brief
session about the tribes' history and culture is included. However, inter-
viewees could not clearly recall the content of the session and em-
ployees that were employed by the casino longer struggled more to
remember whether they had attended a session on tribal culture or
knowledge.

“They [tribes] do a pretty good job on the bulletins and all that and
we constantly get on our policies and procedures and also we have
certain things, we have to take Title 31. I mean they do a good job
on the history part, yeah they could give us a refresher” (Joan)

“I think they could give us a refresher course on it. The last time I
really sat down and without just learning it on my own and going
throughout working here was in orientation, they gave us a brief
history. I would read the things here and there but then you're on
the floor working so you can't just sit there for like five minutes
and read it.” (Chris)

The majority of interviewees mentioned that they were aware of
some information about the tribal government and community just by
working at the casino, which by law must be located on tribal lands.
However, the interviews reveal that more structured ways to share
accurate legal, historical, and cultural knowledge about tribal govern-
ments and communities may be needed in order to increase the quality
of interaction between tribal gaming industry employees and tribal
casino guests.
Although the participating casinos are located in similar geographic
areas, each individual casino had its own distinct operational style and
culture that has been influenced by the tribes that own the casinos.
The heterogeneity of management styles and organization cultures
across properties was reflected in the interview outcomes. While each
region of the United States, including within California, has different
characteristics in terms of demographic and political influences on the
nature and scope of tribal gaming and their public perceptions, the find-
ings reveal a significant gap between the facts about the source and
nature of tribal sovereignty and gaming rights and the messages being
transmitted between tribal gaming employees and casino guests.

7. Conclusions

This research advances theory and evidence related to business
strategies and the dissemination of tribal government knowledge and
messaging by tribal gaming employees to tribal casino guests. In partic-
ular, this research reveals a lack of knowledge about tribal communities
and tribal sovereignty amongst the employees of certain casinos. In gen-
eral, opportunities for tribal casino employees to communicate tribal
messages to customers are limited. While opportunities do exist, they
are not currently utilized or cultivated. If tribal governments want
to use casino employee interactions with customers as a vehicle for
sharing their political views, history, culture, and information regarding
the importance of sovereignty and responsible gaming, then formal
steps need to be taken to educate employees, to capitalize on existing op-
portunities to communicate messages, and to create more opportunities.

Interviews revealed the potential for a significant role for customer–
contact employees to playwith regard to themarketing of healthy gam-
bling behaviors and directing attention toward the larger political and
social purpose of tribal gaming as a nation building activity. This
research suggests the need for additional theory and evidence related
to business strategies and consumer behaviors related to gambling,
including the role of casino employees as conduits of industry specific
knowledge related to casino ownership, operations and the potential
for compulsive consumption of gambling products and services.
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